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Abstract
We present IronSync, an automated verification framework
for concurrent code with shared memory. IronSync scales
to complex systems by splitting system-wide proofs into iso-
lated concerns such that each can be substantially automated.
As a starting point, IronSync’s ownership type system allows
a developer to straightforwardly prove both data safety and
the logical correctness of thread-local operations. IronSync
then introduces the concept of a Localized Transition Sys-
tem, which connects the correctness of local actions to the
correctness of the entire system. We demonstrate IronSync
by verifying two state-of-the-art concurrent systems compris-
ing thousands of lines: a library for black-box replication on
NUMA architectures, and a highly concurrent page cache.

1 Introduction
Despite the importance of concurrent software, it is famously
difficult to write correctly. The correctness of any one thread
can, in principle, depend on changes from any other thread;
developers often struggle to consider all possible thread in-
terleavings. This reasoning becomes more difficult in aggres-
sively optimized systems that use custom synchronization
tools beyond standard abstractions like locks. Such systems
often appear anti-modular in that they entangle synchroniza-
tion logic with application logic. For example, a concurrent
page cache (§5.2) might use a bit both for the synchroniza-
tion purpose of read-locking a section of memory and for the
logical purpose of indicating that an IO write is in progress.

In theory, formal software verification can produce prov-
ably correct code, but existing techniques have struggled to
reach production-scale shared-memory systems (§9). Some
work [19, 20] on verifying concurrent systems carefully fo-
cuses on networking and asynchronous disk IO, but avoids
shared-memory concurrency. Other work [11, 12, 17, 36, 46]
does tackle shared memory, but it relies on techniques which
require considerable sophistication and manual effort from
the developer. Still other work [38] offers simpler tools and
greater automation, but the automation does not yet scale,
requiring hours of CPU time for tens of lines of code (§7.1).

In contrast, IronSync enables verification of production-
scale shared-memory concurrent systems, including those
with custom synchronization protocols. Such verification
comes with many reasoning challenges, and IronSync suc-
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ceeds by carefully partitioning the system-level proof so that
a developer can ergonomically tackle each challenge by for-
malizing her existing intuitions, supported at each stage by
powerful automation.

At the lowest level, an IronSync developer uses an owner-
ship type system to prove the data safety of her implementa-
tion. Oversimplifying, in an ownership type system, an owned
value must be held (or referenced) by exactly one variable. A
fast, deterministic type checker enforces this property, which
IronSync, like Rust [28, 39] and other languages, in turn uses
to enforce data safety, i.e., basic memory safety plus freedom
from conflicting reads and writes. Our experience, and that
of the Rust community, suggests using an ownership type
system for such reasoning is relatively intuitive.

Going further, IronSync shows how the developer can ad-
ditionally use ownership types to reason about the logical
correctness of a thread’s local actions on data it owns. Intu-
itively, in any segment of code where a thread operates only
on owned data, that data cannot affect or be affected by other
threads. Hence, IronSync can reason about such code using
sequential reasoning techniques and tools honed over decades
of research and development. Reasoning sequentially is more
intuitive for the developer as well.

Finally, the IronSync developer must connect the locally
correct thread actions to global, system-wide correctness. To
support this step, IronSync introduces the Localized Transi-
tion System (LTS), which abstracts each thread’s actions and
the state they act upon, formalizing the intuition that in effi-
cient concurrent programs, each thread acts only on a small
fragment of the program’s global state. Using the techniques
above, the developer locally proves that the LTS is a sound ab-
straction of their implementation. Finally, IronSync soundly
abstracts the LTS into a simplified program representing the
whole system. This new program (with threads, locks, and
other implementation details abstracted away) is far simpler to
reason about, and it connects naturally to previous automated
techniques for, e.g., reasoning about asynchronous IO or dis-
tributed nodes [19, 20]. Since each step on this path is proven
sound, proofs at this level also apply to the implementation.

To support the advanced read-sharing patterns found in pro-
duction systems, IronSync also reuses the machinery above
(with a small twist) to factor out reasoning about complex
synchronization primitives, so that the developer can think
about them separately from the core application logic, even if
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the implementation deeply entangles the two concerns.
The developer writes their implementation and performs

all of the reasoning above in an extended version of the Dafny
language [33] augmented with the trusted axioms and memory
primitives in IronSync’s framework.

Evaluation. We introduce IronSync via a series of increas-
ingly complex examples, culminating in two production-level
case studies (§5). To illustrate IronSync at scale, we verify
a Node Replication (NR) library that creates a linearizable
NUMA-aware concurrent data structure from a black-box
sequential one [9]. To show IronSync working both at scale
and with prior work on crash safety [19], we verify Splinter-
Cache [14], a production-scale disk-backed in-memory page
cache created for use in commercial products [49].

Each case study’s performance matches its unverified
production-level counterpart (§7.2), driving workloads of 5M
updates/sec. with 192 threads (NR) or 3M ops/sec. (Splin-
terDB with verified SplinterCache), demonstrating IronSync
has not impeded optimization through limited expressiveness
or excessive proof burden. We also uncovered severe bugs
(§7.3) in the unverified implementations.

Limitations. As in any verification system, the correctness
of a verified IronSync program depends on the correctness of
its spec, and the verification tool (Dafny [33]). Our encoding
of the IronSync framework in Dafny is also trusted (although
application-specific definitions are not). IronSync does not
verify liveness, termination, or deadlock-freedom. We focus
on data safety and functional correctness; i.e., if an operation
returns a result, it is correct according to its spec. IronSync
verifies programs against a high-level memory consistency
model that distinguishes data-race-free memory from racy,
sequentially consistent atomic memory. This compiles to
efficient assembly on modern hardware, but it cannot exploit
every optimization afforded by relaxed memory (§4.2).

Contributions. In summary, this paper:
1. Factors the proof of a production-scale concurrent sys-

tem into intuitive reasoning steps that can each be sup-
ported with powerful automation.

2. Illustrates how the application of an ownership type sys-
tem enables scalable, automated concurrent reasoning
about both data safety and logical correctness.

3. Introduces Localized Transition Systems, which soundly
connect local reasoning about a thread’s actions to global
reasoning about the correctness of the full system.

4. Enables developers to verify complex, application-
specific read-sharing synchronization tools in isolation
from the program’s main application logic.

5. Demonstrates, via case studies, that IronSync effectively
reasons about practical, complex, high-performance con-
current systems.

2 The Potential Pitfalls of Parallelism
To highlight the challenges of writing and reasoning about
concurrent code, we begin with a simple bank application.

if accounts[A] ≥ amt {
accounts[A] = accounts[A] - amt
accounts[B] = accounts[B] + amt

}

Figure 1: Buggy code violating data safety

lock(accounts[A]);
sufficient_balance : = accounts[A] ≥ amt;
unlock(accounts[A]);

if sufficient_balance {
lock(accounts[B]);
accounts[B] = accounts[B] + amt
unlock(accounts[B]);

lock(accounts[A]);
accounts[A] = accounts[A] - amt
unlock(accounts[A]);

}

Figure 2: Buggy code violating logical correctness

lock(accounts[A]);
lock(accounts[B]);
if accounts[A] ≥ amt {

accounts[A] = accounts[A] - amt
accounts[B] = accounts[B] + amt

}
unlock(accounts[A]);
unlock(accounts[B]);

Figure 3: Correct code (assuming that A < B, which is necessary to
avoid deadlock, although proving deadlock-freedom is out-of-scope
for IronSync)

This multi-threaded application maintains a list of accounts,
each with an account ID and a balance, supporting one opera-
tion, transfer(A,B,d), which moves d dollars from account
A to account B.

Here, there are a handful of mistakes an inexperienced
developer might make. First, they might write code as in
Figure 1, which would be correct in a sequential program but
critically flawed in a concurrent one, where, e.g., two different
threads might both write to accounts[A], one overwriting the
other. In fact, it might be difficult to even fully characterize
the buggy behavior on realistic hardware with weaker memory
models [1, 2, 45], and in some programming languages, data
races may even be undefined behavior [5, 52].

A naive fix would be to protect the code in Figure 1 with a
global lock. Such a fix would be correct but embarrassingly
inefficient. For efficiency, the developer might employ a
finer-grained concurrency strategy by creating a lock for each
account, reasoning that most transfers affect disjoint accounts.

Figure 2 uses a discipline of locking an account before read-
ing/writing it, eliminating the data-safety problems above,
since no other thread can simultaneously read/write the ac-
count information. Even with this fix, however, the program
is still not logically correct: two different transfer operations
might each check that account A has sufficient funds and then
move forward even when A lacks the funds to complete both,
leaving A with a negative balance.

Given enough debugging (or prior experience), the devel-
oper might eventually produce the code in Figure 3, which
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holds locks on both accounts as it makes the transfer. How
would the developer convince herself that she has finally pro-
duced a correct implementation?

She might first reason that the program is data safe because
it holds the corresponding account lock whenever it accesses
shared memory. Data safety rules out blatant data corruptions,
making it feasible to reason about logical correctness.

Given data safety, she might then informally reason that
holding both locks simultaneously gives the thread exclusive
access to the portion of the state (accounts A and B) needed
to correctly perform the transfer. Although other concurrent
threads might simultaneously modify other program state, all
such modifications are irrelevant to the transfer. Conversely,
any changes the thread makes to accounts A and B must be
irrelevant to any concurrent transfers, since those transfers
must involve other accounts. Hence, she can reason locally
about the correctness of the transfer implementation. Further-
more, from the perspective of the other threads, the transfer
appears to occur atomically.

With IronSync, the developer formalizes her intuitions
about data safety and logical correctness in a machine-
checked way.

3 The Core IronSync Methodology
IronSync utilizes a variety of techniques, with the philosophy
of using the right tool for each job. We introduce the tech-
niques through a series of increasingly complex examples.1

Here we focus on the toy banking application from §2 to illus-
trate IronSync’s core ideas: (1) the use of an ownership-based
type system, (2) the abstraction of threads via a localized
transition system, and (3) the way we soundly compose a lo-
calized transition system into a global state machine that can
soundly reason about global properties of the full concurrent
program.

In §4, we introduce increasingly sophisticated features and
examples, building up to our production-level case studies in
§5. We defer the formalism underpinning IronSync to §6.

3.1 Achieving Data Safety in IronSync

IronSync mechanically enforces data-safety via an owner-
ship type system. Such type systems are effective at en-
forcing data-safety both in unverified programming (e.g., in
Rust [29]) and in verified sequential programming; e.g., in
Linear Dafny [35], a version of the Dafny verification lan-
guage [33] augmented with an ownership (or linear [51]) type
system inspired by Rust’s. In IronSync, we extend Linear
Dafny with tools for logical correctness in concurrent settings
(3.2). First, though, we overview ownership types, explain
how they enforce data safety, and how this aids in verification.

In Linear Dafny, an owned value must be held (or refer-
enced) by exactly one variable. Any attempts to duplicate
or drop the value are rejected by the type checker. In Iron-
Sync, this ensures that data is uniquely owned, and hence a

1All examples are fully verified and available in our open-source release.

thread can read or write to data it owns without interference
from other threads. Owned values can, however, be stored in
shared (read-only) variables; Dafny’s type checker ensures
that the scope of such shared variables is contained within the
scope of the originating owned variable, and that the owned
variable is not modified until the shared variables expire.

method M(owned w : int, b : bool) returns (owned z : int)
owned var x : = w; // okay : consumes w
owned var y : = w; // error : w was already consumed
if b {
shared var s : = x; // okay : shares x read-only
x : = x + 1; // error : borrowed value still live in s

}
x : = x + 1; // okay : shared variable s has expired
z : = x; // okay : consumes x

Figure 4: Ownership in action

IronSync uses the ownership type system to ensure that
code cannot read or write shared memory after it gives
up permission to access it. Figure 5 shows an example
of this approach in a portion of the API for an exclusive
lock (which in turn is implemented and proven correct us-
ing lower-level IronSync primitives – see §4.2). The API
uses owned and shared variables, as introduced above, and
generic types (indicated by the type parameter <T>) as in Java
or C#. Notice that the Lock itself is passed shared; hence,
it can be referenced simultaneously from multiple threads,
as expected of a lock. The caller obtains an owned guard
value when it acquires the lock (AcquireExcl). The guard
object, named after objects like C++’s std::lock guard
or Rust’s RwLockWriteGuard, is an object that exists for
the duration the lock is held. Furthermore—and similarly
to RwLockWriteGuard—the guard object provides a type-
safe means to access the data being protected by the lock.
That is, after the user relinquishes the guard on release
(ReleaseExcl), the type system will reject any further at-
tempts to use the guard to access the lock’s data.

method AcquireExcl<T>(shared m : Lock<T>)
returns (owned guard : ExclGuard<T>)

method ReleaseExcl<T>(owned guard : ExclGuard<T>)

Figure 5: Example lock specification.

With these tools, an IronSync developer can rule out
data-safety issues, because shared memory can only be ac-
cessed while holding the corresponding permission (e.g., the
ExclGuard) from a lock (or a fancier primitive – see §4.2).
Correct management of the permission is enforced by the
ownership type system.

Using an ownership type system to enforce data safety is
not unique to verification; e.g., this is a crucial feature of Rust.
Novel to IronSync, however, is its further use of its ownership
system to help the developer verify logical correctness.

3.2 Local Logical Correctness

IronSync uses ownership to simplify and automate reasoning
about the correctness of a thread’s actions on data it owns.
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3.2.1 Ownership Simplifies Concurrent Correctness

With IronSync, we observe that a type-enforced ownership
discipline dramatically simplifies reasoning about correct-
ness in concurrent settings. To illustrate, consider this short
Dafny program, using its traditional heap model (i.e., without
ownership types):
method M(data : Data)
modifies data
requires data.x == 2
ensures data.x == 3

{
data.x : = data.x + 1;

}

The Dafny verifier can easily prove that if the precondition
in the requires clause holds, then the postcondition in the
ensures clause will always hold. However, if this method
were part of a concurrent program, Dafny’s standard sequen-
tial reasoning would not be sound, since another thread could
change the heap-allocated data at any time.

With ownership types, however, we can rewrite it as:
method M(owned data : Data)
requires data.x == 2
ensures data.x == 3

{
data.x : = data.x + 1;

}

Because the type system ensures that the data value is
uniquely owned, the verifier can once again make the as-
sumption that no other thread is concurrently modifying data.
Hence, the verifier can soundly use the same algorithms as
before to easily verify this method.

In short, because IronSync mediates all access to shared
resources via Linear Dafny’s ownership type system, we can
verify the logical correctness of concurrent code operating
locally on owned values by using algorithms and tools that
have been honed for decades on sequential verification. In
our experience, this brings a substantial boost in proof au-
tomation.

3.2.2 Maintaining Local Correctness with Invariants

However, even in a program that obeys an ownership disci-
pline, one thread seldom owns a piece of data indefinitely;
instead, threads hand off ownership of shared data via syn-
chronization primitives like locks. Hence, the developer needs
a mechanism to reason about what value(s) shared data may
hold when a thread acquires ownership of that data.

In one such mechanism, IronSync allows the developer to
reason about locked data by associating each lock with a lock
invariant, i.e., a property of the data protected by the lock
(Figure 6). The thread can assume the property holds when it
acquires the lock, and in exchange, it must prove the property
holds when it releases the lock. This in turn means that the
next thread to take the lock may also “take” the assumption.

Again, we see the utility of ownership types: the verifier
can soundly assume that the value of guard.v is not being
modified by other threads while the lock is held, since the

function is_even(x : int) { x % 2 == 0 }

// Create a new lock with an invariant that its value
// is always even. Supply a compliant initial value (2).
shared var m : = NewLock(2, is_even);
owned var guard : = AcquireExcl(m);
assert guard.v % 2 == 0; // Passes
guard.v : = guard.v + 1;
// ReleaseExcl(guard); // error : violates invariant `is_even`
guard.v : = guard.v + 1;
ReleaseExcl(guard); // okay : satisfies invariant `is_even`
// guard.v : = guard.v + 1; // error : guard already consumed
// ReleaseExcl(guard); // error : guard already consumed

Figure 6: Example of a lock invariant. Any commented line, if un-
commented, would give the resulting error. Note that ReleaseExcl
consumes the owned guard object, so it cannot be used later.

thread holding the lock uniquely owns the guard. Hence,
we can continue to use the efficient sequential verification
techniques from §3.2.1 to prove the correctness of a thread’s
actions on data it obtains from other threads.

3.3 From Local to Global Logical Correctness

We have shown IronSync’s use of ownership to establish data
safety and the logical correctness of a thread’s local actions
on data it owns. The final step is to explain how threads
cooperate to achieve a global (program-wide) logical goal.

This final step would be trivial in a program that protects
all of its state with a global lock. In that case, proofs of local
correctness would suffice for global correctness, since we
would simply specify the program’s expected behavior via
an invariant on the global lock. Such an approach would be
correct but embarrassingly inefficient.

For better efficiency, the developer might employ a finer-
grained concurrency strategy using many local locks. At this
point, proving a global property directly becomes difficult
since no thread has a global view of the system.

For such systems, IronSync provides the developer with
tools to build up to global logical correctness in stages.
First, the developer creates a simplified abstract model of the
threads’ local actions (§3.3.1). Second, the developer uses the
techniques from §3.2 to locally prove that each thread’s im-
plementation can be soundly abstracted by the model (§3.3.2).
Finally, IronSync reassembles the model’s local actions into
a single global abstraction of the program (§3.3.3). At this
level, the developer can reason about global properties of
the system, without the complexity of low-level details like
thread interleaving, memory management, or even locking
strategy. Because each step above is proven sound, the global
correctness properties hold for the implementation as well.

3.3.1 Abstracting Local Actions

As a first step towards proving global correctness, an Iron-
Sync developer proves that their implementation corresponds
to a simpler program, where threads, locks, and other imple-
mentation details are entirely abstracted away. Reasoning
about the correctness of the new program is much simpler.
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Returning to our bank, we would like the abstract program
to operate over a simple state representing all of the accounts:
State : {accounts : map<AccountId, Balance>}

The challenge is to connect the application’s concrete state
(e.g., as stored in array) to the abstract state above.

As discussed earlier, once the implementation commits to
a fine-grained, per-account locking strategy (as in Figure 3),
it becomes difficult for an individual thread to reason about
the global concrete state. After all, any given thread holds at
most two locks at a time, and hence it cannot authoritatively
reason about the state of the rest of the accounts.

Hence, IronSync introduces the concept of a Localized
Transition System (LTS) (formally defined in §6.1), which
breaks the abstract program’s state into shards that match the
“granularity” of the concrete implementation. The LTS then
defines transitions that apply locally to only a subset of the
shards. These transitions capture the work a thread performs
on its local view of the state. We can later (§3.3.3) reassemble
these local views into a global view.

Figure 7 shows the LTS definition for our bank example.
The LTS defines a shard to be the information for a single
account, matching the granularity of the locking scheme in
Figure 3. The localized transition function transfer says
that a thread that holds two shards (the “pre-state shards”),
one for A and one for B, where A’s shard holds at least amt
dollars, can exchange those shards for a new pair of shards
(the “post-state shards”) with updated balances. This defini-
tion directly captures the intuition that a transfer only affects
(and is affected by) the state of the two accounts involved. All
other accounts (shards) are irrelevant.

Notice the abstraction the LTS provides: the update to the
shards occurs atomically without any explicit mention of par-
ticular synchronization primitives. For complex systems, this
simplification makes the application vastly easier to analyze.

In designing their LTS, a developer will typically choose
a “granularity” for their shards and actions that matches the
granularity of the implementation’s concurrency strategy. As
we discuss below, this makes it feasible to use the local cor-
rectness techniques from §3.2 to tie the implementation to the
LTS. Choosing a coarser granularity would complicate the
proof of this connection, while choosing a finer granularity
would introduce unnecessary complexity into proofs about
the global system (§3.3.3).

In practice, this means that different programs will use
different LTS designs. A program with a modest concurrency
strategy can afford to use coarse-grained shards, doing most
of the proof work “locally” using techniques from §3.2. A
program with an aggressive fine-grained concurrency strategy
will use finer-grained shards, and thus put more work into
spanning the gap from the LTS to the global system.

3.3.2 Tying the Concrete Implementation to the LTS

To make use of the abstraction provided by the LTS, we
must soundly (i.e., in a machine-checked way) establish that

Shard : {id : AccountId, balance : Balance}

localized transition transfer(A, B, amt) :
for some (bal_1, bal_2) where bal_1 ≥ amt,
pre-state shards :

{id : A, balance : bal_1}
{id : B, balance : bal_2}

post-state shards :
{id : A, balance : bal_1 - amt},
{id : B, balance : bal_2 + amt}

Figure 7: Bank LTS

the implementation’s behavior matches that of the LTS; thus
properties proved about the LTS will meaningfully apply to
the real implementation.

A key idea in IronSync is that we tie the implementation to
the LTS by explicitly manifesting and manipulating the state
shards of the LTS abstraction in the implementation code.
The code then uses the local correctness techniques from §3.2
to prove that its manipulation of its concrete state correctly
reflects LTS-defined actions on the corresponding shards.

In more detail, the implementation holds LTS shards in
owned ghost variables. Ghost variables act like normal vari-
ables, but they serve only as “proof constructs” and are absent
from the compiled executable. Making the shards owned
ensures that they cannot be duplicated, preventing the imple-
mentation from holding on to two potentially contradictory
shards (e.g., one that claims account A holds v dollars and
another that claims it holds v+ x dollars). Indeed, unique
ownership prevents those shards from existing anywhere in
the system, even spread across different threads.

In practice, an IronSync developer will typically embed the
ghost shards into their implementation and tie the ghost state
to physical state via invariants. The top of Figure 8 illustrates
this idea for our bank example. The implementation stores
each account’s concrete balance in an Entry datatype (similar
to a struct) that also holds a ghost owned shard defined by
the LTS. The account entries live in a sequence, each protected
with a lock with an invariant that the ghost state in the shard
matches the physical state of the implementation.

Looking at this program, a reader might understandably
wonder what is accomplished by redundantly “doubling up”
the state into a physical account balance and a ghost account
balance. The key is that by doing so, we establish the formal
correspondence between the concrete implementation state
and the abstract state of the LTS.

The final step is to connect the implementation’s actions
to the transitions in the LTS. To do so, IronSync provides a
trusted, axiomatic API for the ghost shards, with API calls
that update the shards by performing valid transitions of the
verified LTS. Each call consumes the old owned shards, and
produces new owned shards. As shown in Figure 8, this
means that during a transfer, the developer can update the
physical state of the account balances and then atomically
exchange (via LTS_transition) the old shards for a new
pair representing the LTS state after performing the abstract
transfer transition. These new shards match the concrete
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datatype Entry = Entry(bal : int, ghost owned shard : Shard)

shared var accts : seq<Lock<Entry>> where
∀i, accts[i] has lock invariant : (entry : Entry)

⇒ entry.shard == Shard({id : i, balance : entry.bal})

method DoTransfer(A : AccountId, B : AccountId, amt : Dollars)
// Acquire locks on both accounts.
owned var guardA : = AcquireExcl(accts[A]); lock A

owned var guardB : = AcquireExcl(accts[B]); lock B

// These follow from the lock invariant.
assert guardA.v.shard.bal == guardA.v.bal;
assert guardB.v.shard.bal == guardB.v.bal;

// Physically move `amt` from one account to the other.
guardA.v.bal -= amt; debit A
guardB.v.bal += amt; credit B

// Invariant is temporarily broken.
assert guardA.v.shard.bal != guardA.v.bal;

// Perform the transfer transition of the LTS
// as a ghost operation.
guardA.v.shard, guardB.v.shard : = ghost transition
LTS_transition("transfer", guardA.v.shard, guardB.v.shard, amt);

// Lock invariants have been restored.
assert guardA.v.shard.bal == guardA.v.bal;
assert guardB.v.shard.bal == guardB.v.bal;

// We can now release the locks.
ReleaseExcl(guardA); unlock A

ReleaseExcl(guardB); unlock B

Figure 8: An implementation of our bank example. Figure 9 illus-
trates one possible execution.

state, satisfying the corresponding lock invariants and hence
allowing the locks to be released.

Hence, we can soundly reason about the implementation’s
concrete actions on concrete state using the LTS’s abstract
transitions on its abstract shards. IronSync’s trusted API
allows the programmer to make this connection locally in the
implementation code by showing that a sequence of physical
steps are consistent with the “large” atomic steps of the LTS.

We illustrate this process in Figure 9a, which shows one
invocation of the DoTransfer method from Figure 8. The il-
lustration depicts the relationship between the ghost shards of
the LTS (dashed blue boxes) and the physical values stored in
memory. Time runs along the x-axis; each vertical gradation
represents a fine-grained period, such as a single instruction.

Initially, Thread 2 holds no locks. It receives a client
request to transfer $7 from A to B. The developer knows that
the relevant LTS transition requires atomically interacting
with the A and B shards, so the thread’s first step is to acquire
lock A. Lock acquisition brings into Thread 2’s scope both
permission to observe the physical value of A (via a pointer;
the physical value does not move from the heap, of course)
as well as the ghost shard for A.

Later, Thread 2 likewise acquires the physical B state and
its ghost shard. The ghost LTS transition requires that shard A
has a value greater than the $7 transfer. Thread 2 confirms this
by checking the physical value of A, which it knows (from
the lock invariant) matches the ghost shard for A.

Then Thread 2 debits $7 from the physical value of A. Note
that the ghost shard has not changed; no LTS transition allows
debiting A all by itself. The lock invariant is temporarily false,
which is fine, since Thread 2 still holds the lock. Next, Thread
2 credits $7 to the physical value of B.

Thread 2 cannot release the locks until it restores their
invariants. Hence, it invokes transfer(A,B,7), the ghost
LTS transition from Figure 7, which consumes the shards
A : 9, B : 1. As a ghost transition, this happens instantaneously.
The transition yields (by postcondition) the new shards A :
2, B : 8, which the thread proves match the corresponding
physical values. Having restored the lock invariants, the
thread completes its work by releasing its locks, one at a time.

For simplicity, we do not illustrate any activity on Thread 1.
However, observe that it could, with any interleaving, acquire
noncontending locks and interact with their associated state.

3.3.3 Global Logical Correctness With the GSM

To reason about the logical correctness of the entire multi-
threaded program, we reassemble the shards of the LTS into a
representation of the program’s global state, and similarly, we
translate the local transitions of the LTS into global transitions
over the global state. We call the result (formally defined in
§6.1) a Global State Machine (GSM).

Figure 10 shows the developer’s definition of the GSM
for the bank example. The State now holds all of the ac-
counts. The transfer transition is an atomic step that reads
and writes the global state. As in Figure 9b, the GSM’s
state only changes—atomically—at the moment Thread 2 in-
vokes the ghost LTS transition. Hence, regardless of low-level
thread interleaving, from GSM’s global perspective, the state
advances through a sequence of atomic global transitions,
even as the physical values are updated asynchronously. This
greatly simplifies reasoning about global correctness.

Indeed, since the GSM is a standard state machine, we
can employ standard reasoning techniques honed by decades
worth of research [32], including prior work automating such
reasoning [19, 20]. For example, we can easily prove that
account balances never go negative, or that the total amount
of money across all accounts is always preserved. In both
cases, the proof proceeds by showing that the property holds
in an initial state, and then showing that if it holds before an
atomic transition, then it also holds afterwards. For the bank
example, these proofs are produced fully automatically.

In contrast, it would be impossible to talk about such global
properties from within the implementation, where a given
thread only ever holds at most two locks.

Soundly Assembling the GSM. To compose the LTS
shards into the GSM’s state, the IronSync developer must
declare a datatype that can hold one or more shards. §6.1 dis-
cusses the formal rules the datatype must obey, but a common
pattern is to use a (partial) dictionary from an application-
specific identifier (e.g., an account ID) to the corresponding
shard. The developer then proves the soundness of each LTS
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Figure 9: (a) Ghost values (dashed cyan boxes) travel alongside physical values (solid yellow). Ghost values are atomically updated according
to the LTS rules (see §3.3.2 for details). (b) LTS transitions, in turn, are abstracted into the GSM (§3.3.3).

State : {accounts : map<AccountId, Balance>}

atomic transition transfer(A, B, x) :
if state.accounts[A] ≥ x {

state.accounts[A] -= x;
state.accounts[B] += x;

}

Figure 10: Bank GSM

transition, with respect to this dictionary. Oversimplifying,
this proof proceeds as follows. We imagine starting with a dic-
tionary that contains at least the transition’s incoming shards
(in Figure 7, the initial account information for A and B), and
possibly some others as well. We remove the incoming shards
from the dictionary and hand them to the localized transition.
We then try to combine the outgoing shards with the dictio-
nary. If this results in a well-formed dictionary (i.e., no keys
are duplicated), the transition is valid and can be lifted to an
atomic transition of the GSM (as shown in Figure 10).

4 Advanced IronSync Techniques
Verification of real concurrent programs often has additional
challenges beyond those of our “toy” banking example. This
section illustrates, via examples, IronSync’s solutions to two
situations that arise in a real concurrent system:

• An abstraction of the program state (like the GSM) might
still not be abstract enough to be a useful specification.

• Developers employ custom synchronization tools (be-
yond simple locks), plus optimizations like read-sharing.

We apply these solutions to the complex case studies in §5.

4.1 Specification via Refinement

For trivial programs like our bank, one might accept an invari-
ant as the definition of correctness. For substantial programs,
we prefer to express correctness via a trusted specification that
precisely defines the program’s expected behavior, and then
prove that the implementation refines it; i.e., every execution

Shard: {idx: nat, entry: (Key, Value)?}

localized transition insert(key, value):

for some (i, j, k⃗, v⃗)
where i = hash(key) and key /∈ {k_i, ..., k_j}

pre-state shards:
{ for m = i .. j | {idx: m, entry: (k_m, v_m)} }
{idx: j+1, entry: null} // First empty slot

post-state shards:
{ for m = i .. j | {idx: m, entry: (k_m, v_m)} }
{idx: j+1, entry: (key, value)} // Holds (key, value)

Figure 11: A Hash Table LTS Transition that inserts a new
(key,value) pair at index j+1; the other shards are unmodified,
but serve to justify that j+1 is the correct index.

of the implementation is an execution of the spec.
A hash table’s spec, for example, is a simple dictionary, suc-

cinctly expressible in 10-20 lines. Its implementation obeys
the spec while providing good performance. For instance, a
Robin Hood Hash Table (RHHT) [10] stores key-value pairs
in an array and locates keys via linear-probing [30]: given a
key, probing starts with the key’s hash index and continues
sequentially until the key or an empty slot is found.

To exploit concurrency, a developer might add multiple
threads and create a lock for each slot in the array. A straight-
forward concurrency strategy would have a thread lock the
entire range of slots needed for each linear probe, complete its
operation, and then release the locks. To express this strategy
in IronSync, per §3, the developer defines an LTS (Figure 11)
with shards at the granularity of the locking scheme: each
shard of the LTS represents a single array slot.

Once the LTS is proven sound, the developer uses IronSync
to reassemble the LTS into the GSM comprising the full
sequence of optionally-occupied slots. They then prove that
the GSM refines the spec by establishing invariants. One
RHHT invariant is that each key in the table can be found
in a contiguous range of non-empty slots starting from the
key’s hash index. Proving refinement via such invariants is
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straightforward using standard techniques [32] previously
encoded in Dafny [19, 20].

4.2 Lower-Level Memory Primitives

The previous examples are built from locks, which help main-
tain data safety. In practice, many advanced concurrent sys-
tems do not use locks, but rather custom synchronization
tools built from lower-level primitives. Supporting such ad-
vanced systems is a core IronSync goal, and hence IronSync
makes these lower-level primitives its base and then verifiably
constructs locks and other synchronization tools from them.
In this section, we introduce IronSync’s primitives and, as a
warm-up, see how they let us verify a basic mutual-exclusion
lock.

Consider a lock implemented with two fields: a boolean
flag indicating whether the lock is taken, and a slot for the
data being protected by the lock. Defining operations on
these fields must be done in terms of a memory-ordering
model, which dictates when different threads may disagree
on the ordering of reads and writes. Developers must take
care to use special, slower instructions to synchronize threads
when necessary, and such subtleties are notoriously difficult
to handle correctly, especially since the details depend on the
hardware platform (e.g., x86-TSO [45] or ARM [1]).

IronSync’s memory model is based on the C++11 memory
model [5, 7], which abstracts over these hardware differences
by providing a distinction between non-atomic memory (the
most common, “normal” memory) and atomic memory. Non-
atomic memory access compiles to fast instructions, while
atomic memory (depending on how it is used) may compile
to slower instructions, possibly involving memory fences. To
make this dichotomy sound, the C++ model requires all non-
atomic accesses be data-race-free (a burden placed on the
programmer); however, the atomic memory allows contended
access. In the lock example, multiple threads might contend
to access the flag, but the thread that wins will have exclusive
access to the data field, making its accesses data-race-free.

IronSync supports data-race-free non-atomic memory and
sequentially-consistent atomic memory. Specifically, it takes
advantage of the C++11 memory model’s DRF-SC property,
which states that if all non-SC memory accesses are data-
race-free, then the entire execution is sequentially-consistent.
By allowing data-race-free memory for the common cases,
IronSync takes advantage of much of the speed afforded by
modern hardware, although it does not take advantage of
the weaker atomic memory orderings (e.g., release-acquire
ordering or relaxed).

In particular, IronSync supports these two modes of shared-
memory-access through two of its trusted primitives, Atomic
for word-sized atomic memory and Cell<T> for non-atomic
memory storing arbitrary types T. To ensure that access to a
shared Cell<T> is data-race-free, IronSync requires a thread
to own a special ghost object of type Permission<T> for read-
ing and writing. Meanwhile, IronSync treats the sequentially-

consistent atomics as if they were “virtual locks” that can be
unlocked for a single atomic operation; they can then use lock
invariants, as before, to verify code that manipulates ghost
objects in the virtual lock. Atomic supports common atomic
operations, like compare-and-swap and atomic addition.

With these tools, the developer can verify a lock as follows:
they declare the flag field as an Atomic and the data field
as a Cell. They store the ghost Permission object for the
Cell in flag’s virtual lock. By reading and writing to flag
(e.g., with an atomic compare-and-swap), threads can transfer
ownership of the Permission, allowing them to access the
data field in a data-race-free manner. This process is verified
by IronSync, which checks that the invariant on the virtual
lock is maintained.

4.3 Read Sharing

Crucially, data-race-freedom does not preclude all simulta-
neous access. While it prohibits a write from occurring si-
multaneously with a read or another write, it does permit
multiple simultaneous readers. This read-sharing is crucial
for performance in many applications; however, to make use
of it, the developer must still ensure that threads obey some
single-writer, multiple-reader protocol. In such a protocol, the
developer ensures that there can be a single writer or multiple
readers at any given time, but never both at the same time
(and of course never more than one writer).

The challenge with read-sharing protocols is that there is no
optimal way of accounting for the shared state. For example,
a particularly common protocol uses reference-counting, e.g.,
in a reader-writer lock, but even here, there is no universal
way to implement a reader-writer lock. Our case studies (§5),
for example, employ two different custom-built reference-
counting-based locks, and locks aren’t even the end of the
story. Our NR case study (§5.1) uses a lock-free cyclic buffer,
where multiple threads share read-access to entries, and where
the safety is guaranteed by a protocol of head and tail pointers.

In IronSync, the developer can implement and verify a read-
sharing protocol, including any of the above, by designing a
particular kind of LTS, which we call a guard protocol, and
proving that it enforces safe access to shared state. A guard
protocol is an LTS whose state has an explicit notion of a
stored (ghost) object, along with a notion of depositing and
withdrawing that object. Intuitively, the program begins with
a unique reference to an object (e.g., the ghost Permission
for a Cell – see §4.2). To create read-shared references that
it can give to other threads, the program “deposits” the object
into the guard protocol, and in exchange it can obtain one or
more guards. A guard is simply an LTS state shard that acts
as a “witness” that the object has been deposited (and not yet
withdrawn). Once all the guards (i.e., read-shared references)
are returned, IronSync allows the program to “withdraw” the
reference from the LTS and use it once again for mutation.

To demonstrate the soundness of their guard protocol, the
library developer must show that it satisfies two obligations.
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First, they show that guard shards only exist when an object
has been deposited (and not yet withdrawn). This prevents
the library from synthesizing bogus read-shared references.
Second, they show that the LTS’ withdrawal transition only
occurs when an object is in fact deposited and there are no
outstanding guards.

Once the guard protocol is proven sound, IronSync pro-
vides the library developer with an extended version of the
trusted shard API from §3.3.2. Recall that the standard API
consumes and produces owned shards. The API for guard
protocols, however, allows a thread holding a read guard to
acquire a shared version of the protected data; e.g., a shared
Permission for a Cell, which the Cell API requires for read
access to its concrete memory, but which doesn’t suffice to
use the API for writing. Hence, the developer can ergonomi-
cally manipulate shared data using Dafny’s shared variables,
with the assurance that all accesses are data-race free.

Crucially, IronSync’s general approach to read sharing
enables a developer to devise protocols that are drastically
different from a read/write lock. For example, in the cyclic
buffer (§5.1), threads read entries (via ghost guard objects)
and use a head pointer to indicate when they are done; other
threads look at these head pointers to determine when it is safe
to garbage collect the entries and overwrite them (requiring a
withdraw).

5 Case Studies
IronSync, we have seen, comprises a collection of tools:
(ghost) ownership types, LTS abstraction, state-machine re-
finement, and automated verification. To test that this collec-
tion suffices to verify modern production-scale systems (i.e.,
systems notable for their performance, which they achieve
through non-trivial concurrency patterns), we select two such
systems and produce verified implementations within Iron-
Sync. These particular systems were chosen, in part, because
there was independent interest in verifying their correctness
from the systems’ designers. We compare our case studies to
those in prior work in §9.

By producing implementations that match the originals in
design and performance (§7), we show that writing a system
in IronSync does not sacrifice performance-critical concur-
rency patterns. Of course, our implementations are not identi-
cal to the originals: ours are written in Dafny (and compiled
to machine-generated C++ code), and they make a few minor
deviations from the originals (§7.2). Nonetheless, the exercise
does, as a bonus, yield some insight into the originals (§7.3).

Overview. Both case studies are complex; for each, cor-
rectness depends on myriad interlocking moving parts. Hence,
we show how an IronSync developer divides the proof work
into manageable subtasks, and chooses the right IronSync
tool for each.

Specifically, NR (§5.1) shows how to pull together all
the IronSync features discussed earlier. With SplinterCache
(§5.2), we also verify the program’s use of an external disk.
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Figure 12: Proof architecture of our case studies.

Common Architecture. Each case study follows a similar
high-level structure. Each has a primary LTS (and a corre-
sponding GSM), which is used, via state-machine refinement
(§4.1), to establish that the program meets its specification. In
addition, each program uses complex synchronization logic
that makes data safety challenging, so each case study also
uses several secondary LTSes as guard protocols (§4.3). Fig-
ure 12 summarizes the architectures for the case studies in
terms of these components.

5.1 Node Replication NR

NR [9] is a concurrency library that transforms a black-box,
sequential data structure into a linearizable, NUMA-aware
concurrent version. NR works by replicating the sequential
data structure on each NUMA node, using an operation log
to maintain consistency. Replicas benefit from read concur-
rency using a reader-writer lock designed to minimize reader
contention [50] and from write concurrency using flat combin-
ing [22], which batches operations from multiple threads to be
executed by a single combiner thread. The combiner appends
the batched operations to the log; other nodes read the log and
update their local replica copies. The original, unverified NR
implementation is ∼1000 lines of Rust. NR has recently been
adopted by NrOS [6], which uses it to implement scalable
versions of a wide range of OS subsystems.

Verification Objective. Our verified implementation also
takes a user-provided black-box data structure, this time one
with a functional spec. Verified NR produces the replicated
data structure and a proof that this replicated system meets
the same functional spec linearizably.

Proof Overview. As in our earlier examples, we can
coarsely divide our tasks into data safety and logical cor-
rectness. In some places, the reference implementation uses
Rust’s unsafe code, so these parts pose challenges for our
verified implementation. In Rust, unsafe means that the
code foregoes Rust’s usual safe aliasing checks and places
the burden of correctness on the programmer. In IronSync,
this means that we cannot (solely) rely on the ownership type
system to ensure data safety. Luckily, IronSync has a verified
alternative: the guard protocol.

As an example, consider the cyclic buffer at the center of
NR’s coordination, used to broadcast messages from one node
to all other nodes. Using a stringent protocol of head and tail
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pointers, NR ensures that each node reads each message after
it is written but before it is garbage collected, and further,
that these reads and writes are properly synchronized. Notice
how this custom protocol of head and tail pointers is used
in place of a general utility for safe data access (like a mu-
tex). Figure 13 shows pseudocode for parts of this protocol,
delineating the read sections and write sections for buffer
messages. Data safety, here, approximately amounts to say-
ing that the write section never overlaps any another section.
This read-sharing pattern is exactly what guard protocols are
designed to support. We can construct such a protocol by
identifying the instructions relevant to data safety (marked ⋆
in Figure 13) and abstracting them into an LTS.

NR has two more places where we need to do something
similar. One is a specialized lock that protects the per-node
replicas. These locks are designed with multiple reference
counters to reduce thread contention; using a guard protocol,
we can verify the lock and provide an API similar to the lock
API discussed in §4.3. Finally, NR uses a flat-combining
algorithm, and so we must reason about the synchronization
of data between a client thread and a combiner thread.

With the three guard protocols, DISTRWLOCK,
CYCLICBUFFER, and FLATCOMBINE to “patch up”
holes in the ownership type system, the only remaining
task is to prove a linearizable specification. We use an LTS,
REPLICATION, to track (i) all in-progress updates and reads,
(ii) the states of node-local replicas, (iii) the full history of
event messages, and (iv) version numbers for the replicas.
Since so much of the synchronization logic is already handled
by the guard protocols, the LTS abstraction is dramatically
simpler than the NR system as a whole: we have relegated
entire subsystems to being “mere implementation details.”

Now, from REPLICATION, we can construct the GSM as
an abstraction of the global system behavior. Next, we need
to establish a state machine refinement to a linearizable spec-
ification. This is challenging because REPLICATION has
future-dependent linearization points; hence, we cannot prove
that REPLICATION refines a linearized state machine with a
single-state abstraction function. Instead, we have to prove a
theorem operating over arbitrary execution traces. To simplify
this task, we split it into two steps: first we prove, via a single-
state abstraction function, that REPLICATION’s GSM refines a
simpler state machine, SIMPLELOG, which only tracks a log
and the index of the latest linearized operation. Abstracting
out replicas makes SIMPLELOG much easier to analyze, and
the theorem over execution traces becomes tractable.

Notice that in Figure 13, the CYCLICBUFFER and REPLI-
CATION subsystems are heavily interleaved, with some in-
structions even being part of both. We discuss this in §8.

5.2 SplinterCache

SplinterCache is a production-grade in-memory page cache
used by the key-value store SplinterDB [14], which was cre-
ated for use in VMware’s vSAN [49]. SplinterCache is built

fn append(ops):
tail := globalTail;
if tail + ops.length > globalHead + SIZE:
wait and retry;

compare_and_swap(globalTail, tail, tail + ops.length);

for i in 0 .. ops.length:
j := (tail + i) % SIZE;
live_bit := ((tail + i) / SIZE) % 2;
log[j].op = ops[i];      // Non-atomic write
log[j].alive = live_bit; // Synchronizing write

fn dispatch():
head := nodeLocalVars.localHead;
tail := globalTail;
for i in head .. tail:
j := i % SIZE;
live_bit := (i / SIZE) % 2;
wait until:

log[j].alive == live_bit; // Synchronizing read
op := log[j].op;             // Non-atomic read
applyUpdateToReplica(op);

atomic_max(maxReplicaVersion, tail);
nodeLocalVars.localHead := tail;
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Figure 13: Pseudocode of key NR algorithms, omitting ghost shards.
Shared variables are bold for atomics and italics for non-atomics. ⋆
is code relevant to CYCLICBUFFER; to REPLICATION. Ranges
show where it is safe to read and write log[j].op; CYCLICBUFFER

proves disjointness.

for loads where it may have 100GiB of RAM available and for
use with low-latency IO devices. Clients can acquire a lock
(reader or writer) on a disk page by its address, and the cache
abstracts the details from the client. Internally, it loads that
page into memory if necessary, and it handles writeback and
eviction. Its optimizations include prefetching and batched
IOs. It attempts to flush pages to disk before they need to be
evicted. The reference code is ∼ 2000 lines of C.

Verification Objective. We characterize the behavior of
the cache operating together with an external disk, using a
trusted model of the disk. Our high-level spec, PAGEMAP,
maps each block address to two 4KiB pages, an on-disk and
an in-memory version. The system may nondeterministically
overwrite the on-disk version with the in-memory one.

A cache makes weaker promises than a key-value store or
file system, which might offer snapshot consistency. However,
this doubled-up mapping spec still constrains behavior in the
event of a crash, demonstrating how IronSync programs can
integrate with prior approaches to verifying crash safety [19].

Proof Overview. Once again, we divide our proof into
data safety and logical correctness.

The SplinterCache uses a complex locking scheme to pro-
tect the in-memory cached pages. The cache implementation
needs to acquire a write lock to write to a page or a read lock
to read from a page, but there are some subtleties: even if the
client intends to only read a page, the cache may still need
to load it from disk, which means writing the contents into
memory, which requires a write lock on the memory page.

For efficiency’s sake, the locking protocol has a variety of
special states for handling situations like the above. More
specifically, the lock has bit flags for states (not all mutually
exclusive): (i) WriteBack: the page is being written to disk,
effectively an extra read-lock; (ii) Loading: the page is being
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tions for the status of a single cache entry in CACHE. Both figures
are simplified abstractions.

loaded from disk; (iii) Free: this entry is not assigned to
a disk page; and (iv) Claimed: the claiming thread has the
exclusive right to upgrade a read lock to a write lock. These
states allow optimizations; e.g., an entry marked Free cannot
be locked, so a thread that loads a page into a free entry can
skip the usual check that there are no readers. Even beyond
these states, the lock has the same multiple-reference-counters
optimization as NR’s DISTRWLOCK described earlier. Fig-
ure 14a summarizes all the states.

As usual, we handle the reader-writer lock with a guard
protocol. This leaves logical correctness, which we prove
with the CACHE LTS. It tracks the information needed to
prove consistency properties between cache and disk; e.g., it
maintains a two-way mapping between cache entries (indexed
by entry numbers) and disk pages (indexed by page numbers).
It tracks the status of each entry, which may be either empty
(i.e., not corresponding to any page), loading, clean, dirty, or
writeback-in-progress. This is summarized in Figure 14b.

Next, we can construct the CACHE GSM as a sound ab-
straction of our implementation. We then apply previous tech-
niques [19] to integrate CACHE with a (trusted) model of the
asynchronous disk. This yields a state machine CACHE+DISK
which abstracts the behavior of the entire system. Here, we
prove relevant invariants: the bidirectional mapping is self-
consistent; outstanding IO requests agree with the loading
and writeback statuses; an in-memory clean page matches the
on-disk page. We finally prove that CACHE+DISK refines
PAGEMAP as the high-level specification.

6 Formalism and Implementation
IronSync’s Trusted Computing Base comprises the following:

• A trusted programming language and verifier.
• A trusted library of shared-memory primitives (§4.2).
• A trusted library of formal definitions and axioms for

LTSes, guard protocols, and state machine refinement.
The Language. IronSync is built on Linear Dafny [35];

we added ghost ownership types to its existing (non-ghost)
ownership types, and we also supply Atomic and Cell types
(§4.2) for shared memory. To prevent unsoundness with
concurrent threads, IronSync disallows Dafny’s traditional
support for aliasable mutable objects.

IronSync code compiles via Dafny’s C++ backend, and
uses std::atomic to implement IronSync’s Atomic. There-
fore, the C++ compiler is also part of the trusted toolchain,
notably including its mapping from C++’s memory ordering
model to the hardware’s. Specifically, we rely on the compiler
to insert memory fences appropriately for any Atomic mem-
ory locations, thereby providing the sequential consistency
guarantees for the language runtime.

6.1 Formal Definitions

We briefly summarize the mathematical formalism underpin-
ning IronSync’s LTS (§3.3.1) and the guard protocol (§4.3).
These definitions are exposed to the IronSync developer via
an axiomatically trusted library in Dafny.

IronSync introduces LTSes to formalize the idea that a
transition updates and depends on only a portion of the state,
while the rest of the state is irrelevant. This formalization
encodes shards as elements of a monoid, an established tool
from concurrency reasoning from separation logic [26].

Definition 1 (LTS: Localized Transition System) A Local-
ized Transition System is a triple (M, Init,τlocal). Here, M
is a commutative monoid, that is, a set with a composition
operator (·) : M×M → M which is associative and commuta-
tive, and with a unit element ε ∈ M (i.e., ∀m ∈ M.m · ε = m).
Meanwhile, Init : M → bool represents valid initial states,
and τlocal : M×M → bool is a “local transition function.”

This essentially says that an element m ∈ M represents
partial information about a state of the system, while the
composition of two elements gives us a way to combine
the partial information about different components. Thus a
transition τ makes sense even on pieces of partial information.
In the bank example discussed at the end of §3.3.3, each m is
a (partial) dictionary from account IDs to account info.

The IronSync framework then defines the global state ma-
chine (GSM) in terms of the LTS by taking elements of m that
represent a complete view of the system (e.g., a dictionary
containing all of the bank’s accounts). Specifically, we define
a transition on a complete state by splitting it in two: one
part to be operated on, and one part that is irrelevant to the
transition, and then performing the transition on the first part:

Definition 2 (GSM: Global State Machine) Given an LTS
(M, Init,τlocal), we define a global transition function,

τglobal(s,s′)≜ ∃d,d′,e. τlocal(d,d′)∧(s = d ·e)∧(s′ = d′ ·e).

We call (M, Init,τglobal) the Global State Machine.
In the bank example, d would be a dictionary holding keys
for the two accounts involved in a transfer, and e would be a
dictionary holding all of the other accounts.

6.2 Guard Protocols

A Guard Protocol consists of (i) an LTS with a notion of ghost
objects that may be deposited or withdrawn, and (ii) a notion
of a guard, a state shard that locally guarantees a particular
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ghost object is deposited. Concretely, a Guard Protocol is
defined by its relation to the following state machine that
formalizes “deposited state.”
Definition 3 (Safety-Deposit State Machine) Given a set
T , a Safety-Deposit State Machine is a state machine defined
over the state T ∪{empty}, with transitions, for all t ∈ T :

empty
deposit(t)−→ t t

withdraw(t)−→ empty

empty internal−→ empty t internal−→ t

Here, T is the set of ghost objects that can be deposited.
A developer defines an LTS for their Guard Protocol and

proves it sound based on the definition below, and in ex-
change, IronSync gives them access to a set of ghost shards
representing their protocol: a thread can deposit ghost objects
from the set T into the protocol and withdraw them later. Cru-
cially, the trusted IronSync API from §4.3 allows code that
holds a guard shard to obtain a shared copy of the deposited
value t, which allows the code to ergonomically and soundly
manipulate read-shared data.

Formally, we define a Guard Protocol as follows.
Definition 4 (Guard Protocol) Given a set T , a Guard
Protocol is an LTS that has three transition types,
(M, Init,τinternal

local ,τ
deposit(t)
local ,τ

withdraw(t)
local ); an invariant Inv :

M → bool; and an abstraction function Abs : M → T ∪
{empty}. We define τinternal

global ,τ
deposit(t)
global ,τ

withdraw(t)
global of the GSM

as in Def. 2.
We say the Guard Protocol is sound if Inv is an inductive

invariant on the GSM, i.e., ∀ transition labels ℓ:

∀m ∈ M. Init(m) =⇒ Inv(m)

∀m,m′ ∈ M. Inv(m)∧ τ
ℓ
global(m,m′) =⇒ Inv(m′)

and if the GSM, as interpreted by Abs, refines the Safety-
Deposit State Machine. Given a sound Guard Protocol, we
say that g ∈ M is a read-guard of t ∈ T if,

∀b ∈ M. Inv(g ·b) =⇒ Abs(g ·b) = t.

Here, Abs gives the GSM a notion of a “deposited object.”
The read-guard condition says that in any valid global state
(as given by Inv) with g as a sub-shard, t is guaranteed to
be the deposited object (as given by Abs). This means that a
thread holding the guard shard g can soundly read the shared
value t, and that all such readers will read the same value.

When the IronSync user defines a new guard protocol and
proves it sound, IronSync gives them access to an API to ma-
nipulate ghost shards according to the transitions, as with any
other LTS. In this case, the functions that perform exchanges
can also perform deposits and withdraws; furthermore, there
are new functions for the read-guard objects: if g is a read-
guard of t, then the user can use a shared ghost shard g to
obtain a shared ghost shard t. Linear Dafny’s type system
ensures that the guard reference outlives t.

Major component trusted impl proof verif
LOC LOC LOC time

Common Framework
LTS def. & ghost axioms 487 15 s
Memory Primitives 310 6 s
Libraries 316 3825 75 s
Bank §3
Spec 17 0.7 s
LTS 262 9 s
Impl 21 16 2 s
RHHT Hash Table §4.1
Spec 57 2 s
LTS 687 54 s
Refinement Proofs 168 8 s
Impl 417 1390 68 s
Node Replication §5.1
Spec 104 4 s
REPLICATION LTS 2329 384 s
FLATCOMBINE LTS 649 97 s
CYCLICBUFFER LTS 1756 182 s
DISTRWLOCK LTS 633 17 s
Refinement Proofs 1291 132 s
Impl 730 1170 80 s
SplinterCache §5.2
Spec 185 4 s
Disk Model and API 586 14 s
CACHE LTS 1036 159 s
CACHERWLOCK LTS 2015 86 s
Refinement Proofs 2456 372 s
Impl 1579 3163 297 s
Total 1746 3063 22846 34.7 min

Figure 15: Across all case studies the proof:code ratio is 7.5.

In addition to the formulation above, IronSync provides
a more advanced version that allows multiple objects to be
stored at once. This is useful for NR’s cyclic buffer §5.1,
for example. Both of these formulations are proved correct,
based on a set of low-level axioms for manipulating monoid-
based ghost state with shared variables in Linear Dafny;
those axioms in turn are based on a concurrent separation
logic for temporary read-sharing called Burrow [18].

7 Evaluation
In our evaluation, we aim to answer the following questions:

• What is the verification effort for IronSync development,
both by the developer and the computer verifier (§7.1)?

• Is IronSync suitable for verifying state-of-the-art sys-
tems without compromises (§7.2)?

• What does verification tell us about the original reference
implementations (§7.3)?

7.1 Verification Effort

Verifying all four concurrent examples consumes under an
hour of CPU (5 minutes real time) on an 8-core 64 GiB cloud
machine. 88% of files verify in under a minute; the slow-
est takes less than five. The four examples comprise 2747
lines of non-ghost implementation, plus 316 of shared library.
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Figure 15 shows detailed information for each case study.
Within implementation files, the proof-to-code ratio is about
4:1, where the proof code includes both the manipulation
of ghost shards and standard Dafny proof annotations, like
preconditions and postconditions. The full system proofs aug-
ment the implementation files with LTS code and refinement
proofs, raising the overall proof:code ratio to 7.5.

As two points of comparison, we consider GoJournal [12]
and Armada [38] (see §9 for details). GoJournal [12] reports
a 19:1 proof-to-code ratio for its shared-memory code, while
Armada’s largest example takes 4.9 hours of CPU time (about
40 min. of real time) to verify 70 lines of code. These are not
direct apples-to-apples comparisons: Armada and GoJournal
arguably prove more substantial theorems about machine
semantics. Still, verification time and developer effort have
historically limited the use of verification tools, and thus
IronSync constitutes a major practical improvement.

7.2 Case Study Fidelity

We evaluate IronSync’s expressiveness by porting our two
production-level case studies, NR (§5.1) and SplinterCache
(§5.2), to IronSync to confirm that IronSync does not require
sacrificing performance-critical concurrency patterns. We
refer to the case studies’ existing publications [9, 14] (both
within the last 5 years) to justify that they can reasonably be
called “state-of-the-art.” We evaluate how faithful our Iron-
Sync implementations are to the reference implementations
both qualitatively and by comparing performance.

First, we report on intentional compromises we made while
mimicking the reference code of NR and SplinterCache, from
most significant to least. First, in some cases, Reference NR
uses release-acquire atomics. IronSync does not support these,
so we use sequentially-consistent atomics instead. Second,
IronSync does not support callbacks, so we refactored code
to avoid them, and we could not implement the secondary,
callback-based APIs in SplinterCache or NR. Third, Iron-
Sync’s SplinterCache adds a runtime check in one method
whose correctness was otherwise dependent on properties of
SplinterDB’s allocator, which was out-of-scope.

As evidence that these artifacts otherwise meet a high de-
gree of fidelity, we benchmark against their references, using
methodology similar to the reference publications [9, 14].
Each case study has different hardware requirements.

NR. We evaluate NR’s performance against other locks and
to its reference Rust implementation from NrOS [6]. We wrap
a single-threaded radix tree with IronSync-NR, Reference-
NR, or a lock, including a verified DISTRWLOCK (§5.1), an
MCS lock [40], a shuffle lock [27], and the standard C++
shared mutex. The benchmark pre-populates the tree with
128M entries (using 8B keys and values) and executes get and
update requests with a uniform key distribution while varying
the update ratio and the number of threads.

Figure 16 shows the performance measured on a machine
with 4 Xeon Gold 6252 CPUs with 24 cores per NUMA node,
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Figure 16: Comparing throughput scalability of IronSync-NR,
Reference-NR, and locks. Higher is better.

totaling 96 cores and 192 hardware threads. The threads are
pinned to fill up cores on a NUMA node first before moving
to the next. NR adds one replica for each NUMA node, so
at x=96 threads, NR uses 4 replicas. Beyond 96 threads, no
more replicas are added, and we begin hyperthread-sharing.
IronSync-NR and Reference-NR perform similarly and gener-
ally outperform the rest, especially for read-heavy workloads.

For 0% updates, IronSync-NR, Reference-NR and the
DISTRWLOCK scale linearly, but the other mechanisms
suffer under lock contention. NR performs better than
DISTRWLOCK due to perfect NUMA locality. With 10%
updates, DISTRWLOCK’s performance drops to match the
other locks, while IronSync-NR and Reference-NR benefit
from flat combining. IronSync-NR outperforms Reference-
NR slightly, though we do not yet know the cause.

Only at very high update rates (e.g., 100%) do MCS and
shuffle locks outperform NR at low scale on one NUMA node;
otherwise both NR implementations dominate. Hence, we
conclude that IronSync-NR provides performance parity with
Reference-NR and that it preserves NR’s replication and flat
combining benefits at all scales.

SplinterCache. We evaluate the performance of IronSync-
SplinterCache against the reference implementation both with
macrobenchmarks as part of SplinterDB using the YCSB
benchmark [15], and with cache-specific microbenchmarks.

Results are from a Dell PowerEdge R630 with a 28-core
2.00 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU, 192 GiB RAM and a
960GiB Intel Optane 905p PCI Express 3.0 NVMe device.

Macrobenchmarks. Our YCSB configuration largely fol-
lows prior work [14]. We perform the Load, and A-F standard
workloads on SplinterDB using either IronSync- or Reference-
SplinterCache. Each workload uses 24B keys, 100B values
and 14 threads. Run E performs 14M operations and the
others each perform 69M operations, so that each workload
logically reads/writes roughly 80GiB of data.

We use three target memory sizes: 4 GiB to stress eviction
and IO; 20 GiB to reflect a common system configuration;
and 100 GiB to stress in-memory and concurrency. Figure 17
shows that SplinterDB with IronSync-SplinterCache is always
within 9% of the reference performance.

Microbenchmarks. We first allocate pages and flush them
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Figure 17: YCSB Benchmark. 69M ops/workload (E is 14M) with
14 threads. Y-axis is mean of 3 runs. Higher is better.
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Figure 18: SplinterCache microbenchmark with a 4 GiB cache. Y-
axis is mean throughput of 5 runs. Higher is better.

without evicting them. Then each thread performs a fixed
number of operations, choosing pages either randomly or se-
quentially, then either acquiring a read lock or a write lock.
We use three configurations in a 4 GiB cache: general “un-
contended” in-memory, with 2 GiB of data, (Figures 18a
and 18d), “contended” in-memory, with 128 KiB (32 pages)
of data (Figures 18b and 18e), and “IO bound”, with 8 GiB of
data (Figures 18c and 18f). IronSync-SplinterCache is within
11% of the performance of reference on all microbenchmarks.

7.3 Bugs and Insights

We confirmed the 3 bugs below with the original developers.
NR. In the reference code, we identified a bug which could

cause a read-read linearizability violation between two dif-
ferent nodes if they took place concurrently with an update.
This bug could only occur if a thread dispatched log entries
during garbage collection.

This bug surfaced when we realized our first attempt at
defining REPLICATION would not be linearizable. We fixed
the bug by always holding the lock appropriately, and the
verified implementation now puts an extra ghost shard behind
the lock to represents the lock’s role in REPLICATION.

SplinterCache. We identified two bugs in the reference
code. First was a data race on disk_addr, which maps cache
entries to disk addresses. This race could occur when a read

lock races with both eviction and a subsequent load.
Second, the code for batching write IO did not check that

disk_addr was the expected value after locking a page for
writeback. This could result in data written to the wrong loca-
tion, among other corruptions. We identified these while port-
ing the implementation, as we realized certain ghost shards
would not be available following the reference logic.

8 Discussion on Modularity
Concurrent systems can seem dauntingly anti-modular when
they entangle low-level synchronization with high-level ap-
plication logic, making the tasks of ensuring data safety and
logical correctness seem inseparably intertwined. By veri-
fying two such case studies, IronSync shows how these two
levels of concern can be disentangled within the proof.

In NR (§5.1), for example, the localHead variables
play two distinct roles: (i) buffer entries cannot be
garbage-collected past any node’s localHead (relevant to
CYCLICBUFFER), ensuring data safety, and (ii) localHead
matches the version of the local replica state (relevant to
REPLICATION), ensuring logical correctness. Figure 13 il-
lustrates the overlap of these roles in two methods where the
overlap is notably dense. Note that some operations might
advance both state machines at the same time; however, this
fact is not relevant to proofs associated with either either half.

Likewise in SplinterCache (§5.2), the WriteBack flag plays
a role in both logical correctness (CACHE) and low-level data
safety (CACHERWLOCK). The code ties these two distinct
roles together by using the same flag bit: when a thread
modifies the physical WriteBack flag, it advances both state
machines (Figure 14), but again, this is an implementation
detail to which both abstractions are agnostic.

In short, we modularize proofs of a sophisticated system by
abstracting it in multiple ways. Difficult concurrent reasoning
takes place on simplified abstractions, but IronSync ensures
the abstractions compose soundly; thus proofs about the in-
dividual components say something meaningful about the
whole. The implementation still ties the abstractions together
with physical state, but this step is straightforward from a
verification standpoint, thanks to the ownership type system
and Dafny’s automation. Ultimately, this method decouples
the modularity structure of the proof from that of the code.

9 Related Work
Logics for concurrent programs reflect different trade-offs
between generality, expressiveness, modularity, and usabil-
ity. IronSync strikes a balance between very general state
machines at high levels of abstraction, while at lower levels
leaning on language features like Hoare logic and ownership
types for usability. IronSync trusts these language features
instead of proving theorems directly against operational se-
mantics, unlike work like Armada [38] or Iris [24].

Concurrent separation logic (CSL) [44] lets threads take
temporary ownership of state to perform isolated reasoning.
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Propositional CSL is in general undecidable [8], so tools
either require manual assistance from the user, as in Iris
Proof Mode [31] where the user can manually match hypothe-
ses to goals, use incomplete heuristics and user hints, as in
Diaframe [42], or solve restricted fragments, as in Viper [43]
and Steel [16]. Meanwhile, IronSync encodes CSL propo-
sitions using explicit ownership in the type system. Thus,
ownership is directed manually by the user, but this method
lets us additionally take direct advantage of automation from
standard sequential reasoning tools such as SMT solvers and
the weakest-precondition-style encoding used by Dafny.

Recent CSLs are extremely sophisticated. Iris [24] and
Steel [16] employ monoids to extend CSL with flexible own-
ership protocols, used in recent systems like Perennial [11]
and GoJournal [12], and Iris can handle future-dependent
linearization points with prophecy variables [25]. However,
the proof rules in these systems are intricate and may be in-
timidating to non-experts (e.g. Iris needs the “later modality”
to allow impredicative invariants, which allow Iris to express
some invariants beyond what IronSync can handle directly).
In contrast, IronSync aims to make these concepts approach-
able by integrating invariants and monoids into its ownership
type system, and connecting them with state-machine refine-
ment. As a rough comparison, IronSync’s case studies achieve
a 7.7:1 proof-to-code ratio, while GoJournal [12] reports a
19:1 ratio for a comparably sized case study.

Like IronSync, Armada [38], IronFleet [20], and Veri-
BetrKV [19] all employ state-machine refinement. The latter
two use Dafny’s Hoare reasoning for the implementation of se-
quential code, whereas IronSync uses it for concurrent shared-
memory code. In contrast, Armada verifies concurrent code
using state machine refinement throughout the entire proof
stack, foregoing Hoare-style reasoning in favor of detailed,
low-level state machines. This provides more expressiveness;
for example, two of Armada’s case studies rely on racy mem-
ory accesses using memory ordering weaker than SC, which
IronSync does not currently support. However, Armada’s
expressiveness also imposes costs; e.g., Armada’s Pointers
case study is 13 LoC and generates 6,997 lines of proof, while
in IronSync the proof is trivial, since the correct usage of the
owned pointers is automatically determined by type checking.
Similarly, Armada’s Owicki-Gries counter requires 130 lines
of manual proof and generates 169,270 lines of Dafny proof
to verify, while in IronSync it requires 230 lines of manual
proof that verify directly in 8 seconds. We studied Armada’s
largest case study, a lock-free queue with 70 lines of code,
and implemented an analogous queue in IronSync. Theirs
requires 601 lines of proof (compared to 580 for IronSync)
and 8 proof layers (∼ 700 LoC), and takes 4.9 hours of CPU
time to verify almost 200K lines of generated proof, versus
100 seconds of CPU time for IronSync.

Many other systems utilize ownership types. Cogent [3]
and VeriBetrKV [19] use ownership types for systems ver-
ification, albeit with no shared-memory concurrency, and

with the latter introducing Linear Dafny. CIVL [21] (based
mainly on reduction [37]) uses ownership types, but pri-
marily to handle thread identifiers, not general ghost state.
Rust [28, 39] uses ownership types to enforce memory safety
between threads [23] but lacks verification of deeper correct-
ness properties. GhostCell [53] (an inspiration for our Cell)
proposes owned “ghost tokens” in Rust to express ownership
of groups of objects, though only for memory safety. Tools
like Prusti [4] verify single-threaded Rust programs; IronSync
can help extend them to multi-threaded Rust code.

Several approaches use Dafny-style automation for concur-
rent reasoning. Chalice [34] is a Dafny-like language with
lock invariants but no tools for global reasoning. GoJour-
nal [12] does integrate Dafny’s sequential reasoning into a
verified concurrent system, but it performs its shared-memory
concurrency reasoning in Iris, so it does not leverage Dafny’s
automation for concurrency reasoning the way IronSync does.

CertiKOS [17] and SeKVM [36, 46] encapsulate concur-
rent operations inside modular interfaces, where programmers
write proofs about the operations directly in Coq. We expect
that IronSync-style ownership could simplify these proofs.

Prior work has verified concurrent hash tables, both bucket-
ing [13] and linear-probing [18]. Prior work has also verified
flat-combining [47] and producer-consumer queues [41, 48],
but we are not aware of a verified cyclic buffer like NR’s,
which requires multiple consumers to read each entry.

10 Conclusion
IronSync offers scalable verification of concurrent shared-
memory systems by factoring their complex proofs into sep-
arate concerns. It automates proofs of data safety and local
logical correctness via a fast, deterministic ownership type
system combined with powerful tools for sequential correct-
ness. IronSync’s LTS connects these local techniques to a
simplified view of the entire system, where a developer can
more easily reason about global properties. Our case studies
demonstrate the success of this approach and show that we
can tease apart application and synchronization logic for proof
purposes, even when the implementation entangles them.
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A Artifact Appendix
Abstract

Our artifact contains everything needed to verify the IronSync
projects with Linear Dafny and run the benchmark experi-
ments.

Scope

Our artifact can be used to reproduce the results in Section 7,
specifically:

• The table in Figure 15, with line count information and
verification times.

• Other figures, such as proof-to-code ratio, mentioned in
Section 7.1.

• Benchmark results in Section 7.2, specifically, the claim
that for both NR and SplinterCache, the performance
of the IronSync applications are comparable to their
corresponding reference implementations.

Contents

The artifact contains:

• Linear Dafny source for the IronSync framework.
• Linear Dafny source for the case studies mentioned in

the paper (the bank, the hash table, SplinterCache, and
NR)

• Our modified version of Linear Dafny needed to run
IronSync.

• The open-source reference implementation of NR.
• The open-source reference implementation of Splin-

terDB (which includes SplinterCache).
• A Docker container with all Dafny dependencies.
• A benchmark harness for each.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted at https://github.com/
secure-foundations/ironsync-osdi2023, commit
d361111cbc87b5573d14975227de845e8a717ca5. See the
README.md file for instructions.

Requirements

The artifact requires x86 Ubuntu. (Note that, although our
artifact includes a Docker container, which may be used on
other platforms, the Docker container is only used for running
Linear Dafny; it cannot be used for running the benchmarks.)

The ideal hardware for the NR benchmarks is a NUMA
machine with 96 cores. The benchmarks in our paper were
run on a machine with 4 Xeon Gold 6252 CPUs with 24
cores per NUMA node. However, a machine with fewer cores
should still be able to reproduce our graphs up to a certain
number of threads.

The ideal hardware for the cache benchmarks is a machine
with a low-latency storage device, such as an Intel 905P
Optane SSD. The machine also needs at least 100GiB to run
the largest benchmark. The benchmarks in our paper were

run on a Dell PowerEdge R630 with a 28-core 2.00 GHz Intel
Xeon E5-2660 CPU, with 192 GiB RAM.

If the ideal hardware is not used, you will not be able to
reproduce the exact performance characteristics of our paper,
though we still expect to see that the IronSync implementa-
tions perform comparably to the reference implementations.
Our artifact contains additional recommendations for select-
ing hardware.
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